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What's the easiest way to make delicious and adorable desserts? Without an oven!That's NO BAKE

MAKERY-all of the fun, but none of the fuss. These creative, two-bite treats of all kinds are

impossible for anyone to resist-on any occasion. In addition to tips for perfecting your technique,

ideas for decorating, and sidebar recipes, Cristina Suarez Krumsick serves up simple step-by-step

instructions for her favorite no-bakems, from Cinnamon & Spice Bark, Bite o' Joe Truffles, and Key

Lime Pie to Mintamelon Pops, Applesauce Cake, Fluffy Cracker Cookies, and beyond!They're all

cute. They're all bursting with flavor. And you don't need an oven to make any of them.
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"I'm crazy in love with No Bake Makery. The recipes are as charming as they are sweet!" --Erica

Domesek, founder of P.S. - I Made This..."Cristina's recipes are fun, easy to make, and wildly

addictive. This is a 'baking' book you will want to crack open in the middle of a steamy summer's

day." --Matt Lewis and Renato Poliafito, authors of Baked, Baked Explorations, and Baked

Elements"We share Cristina's passion for eating dessert first, and we love the idea of making

bite-size desserts and sweet treats for family and friends. Pancake bites for dessert? Yes, please!

No Bake Makery provides so many inspiring ideas and easy instructions with a creative flair. Yum!"

--Cheryl and Griffith Day, authors of The Back in the Day Bakery Cookbook"This is a beautiful book,

filled with decadent and fun recipes that are sure to be a big hit in your home." --Dawn Casale and

Dave Crofton, authors of One Girl Cookies"No bake, no fake, great taste." --Daily Candy



Cristina Suarez Krumsick is the chef and proprietor of No Bake Makery. From her Brooklyn

apartment, she launched her two-bite sweets business with nothing but a blog, a PayPal account,

and a bunch of no bake recipes. Cristina's business has since expanded to cater to parties and

events around New York City. From toddlers' birthday parties to fancy fashion events to wedding

dessert tables, Cristina's no bakems make a cute a delicious statement wherever they are.By day,

Cristina is a publicist at a major publishing house where she works with cookbooks, lifestyle and

contemporary fiction titles. She lives in Williamsburg, Brooklyn with her husband, Jeremy. Contrary

to popular belief, their apartment does, in fact, have a working oven.

No Bake Makery is not only one of the most attractive physical books I've ever seen (so it's a

perfect gift at bridal showers, for host/hostesses,housewarmings, birthdays, etc.--I've bought so

many to give as gifts!), but the recipes have saved me several times when I accept a party invite at

the last minute and need a quick dessert to bring. The Mini Churros were so unbelieveably easy to

make; I needed a fitting Cinco de Mayo dessert and in 12 minutes had fresh churros which were a

big hit! And the Marshmallow Pretzel Bars are also quick and easy, and use ingredients that

absolutely everyone loves. This past 4th of July, people at the party I brought them to kep coming

up to me and saying how they were their favorite dessert on the table. There are more involved

recipes in the book for more dedicated dessert-makers, so I can truly say the book has something

for everyone! The directions and tips from Cristina Krumsick are so easy to follow and I've learned

so much about chocolate-melting and the like from this book. To add to the awesome recipes,

Cristina's husband Jeremy took all the gorgeous photos and appears in so many of the anecdotes

about each item. You can see from the whole package that food is, indeed, love. Adorable, useful, I

love seeing it on my kitchen shelf!

The book has the cutest stories about what inspired each recipe. The treats are easy, yummy, and

great to do with kids. Genius idea... I pull it out anytime I entertain and can always make something

with items in the pantry. Love this!

I was going to mark only 3 stars, but then thought that where it isn't a great book to me, I'm older

and have been cooking, baking and making things all my life, so even though it doesn't fill me with

new ideas, I think it would be a great book for newly weds or families with small children. The book

has great pictures and gives great ideas. Best part is you don't have to worry about the kids (or you)

getting burned.



Looking forward to using this summer at our many outdoor events. Easy to follow directions and lots

of pictures, which I love.

Haven't had a chance to make anything yet.

Some cute ideas

Great recipe book for novice that hates to bake. Just mix up all the ingredients and set on dessert

trays or display plates.

We have already made a couple of the treats and all have been excellent. This is a great idea for a

gift for college students.
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